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Why SMART Production
With sports fans globally demanding more live sports content across TV and 
digital platforms, Hawk-Eye in collaboration with Sony has developed a solution 
that streamlines the live production workflow and significantly reduces the 
price of live sports production - without impacting on the quality of the output.

Remote With a normal internet connection onsite cameras 
can be controlled from a remote location

Cost
Significantly reduces cost of production by 
reducing manpower - traditional 5 man production 
controlled by one operator

Platform
All software based so no need for OB vans. IT 
infrastructure means smaller operational footprint 
as single servers perform multiple functions such as 
mixing sound, cutting cameras and running replays.

Output
Increases volume of content that can be  
televised or streamed, opening up previously 
unseen content
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HOW IT WORKS: 
CAMERAS

 ◆ Automated broadcast quality cameras that use Hawk-Eye vision processing  
to track players

 ◆ Output from cameras match broadcast viewing experience
 ◆ Bespoke camera control software for natural looking camera movement
 ◆ Optional remote control of cameras to give operators full control of the production

Hawk-Eye’s SMART Production service combines automated player-
tracking cameras with an IT based software platform, to deliver a live 
HD quality sports broadcast service.
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HOW IT WORKS: 
INTEGRATED GRAPHICS

Hawk-Eye’s SMART Production software can be customised to 
parse 3rd party data feeds to provide live graphical overlays on 
site as required or can be managed directly through the SMART 
Production software.

SMART Production is built on an IT platform that uses standard 
hardware to deliver the following adaptable functions:

HOW IT WORKS: 
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

 ◆ Video capture (max of 12xHD SDI, 4xSuper  
Motion SDI, or 1xUltra Motion 340 fps per server)

 ◆ Vision switching
 ◆ Replay generation
 ◆  Graphics overlay
 ◆  Audio mixing
 ◆ Colour balancing
 ◆ SD/HD SDI output or transcode 
directly to the internet

 ◆ Tally light controls (when manned 
cameras are used)

 ◆ Split screen enables 
simultaneous camera replay

 ◆ Digital zoom of image (e.g. for 
replays of line calling controversy)
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HOW IT WORKS: 

FAN INTERACTION

Hawk-Eye’s digital division Pulselive, 
are market leaders in the collection and 
visualisation of data on digital platforms, 
for the purpose of fan engagement. 

Pulselive can help build an online 
community, encourage interaction 
across Twitter and drive viewers to the 
live stream.

HOW IT WORKS: 
DISTRIBUTION

SMART Production servers can be configured to deliver live HD SDI 
out to an uplink, or transcode directly to an internet connection 
depending on the application.

Archive footage from all cameras individually and/or the live 
coverage broadcast can be saved onto portable hard drives and 
archived using standard tapeless systems or uploaded to the cloud.

Any IT device can connect on network to control and stream 
content for remote access of feeds for distribution e.g. social 
media clips, coaching, officiating, in house entertainment and 
broadcaster packaging.


